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Highlights of the Data and Recommendations 
Based on Finding 

This paper presents a preliminary evaluation of the DYS Group 

Treatment and Training School programs. While these programs differ 

in some major respects, this study contrasts the data on program 

results and makes some tentative recommendations concerning selection 

criteria and program changes. In short, this study attempts to identify 

characteristics of children associated with success or failure in 

either the Group Treatment or Training School programs. This effort 

is qualified by recognition of the fact that during the period when 

this sample would have been entering the programs, Group Treatment had 

somewhat greater control than the Training Schools over who was 

assigned to their facilities. The first phase of selection is controlled 

by Field Services' counselors who do the predisposition investigations 

and make recommendations as to placement. Group Treatment personnel then 

designate youngsters from this reduced pool to fill the available spaces 

in their program. 

The data for this study was gathered by examining case records to 

determine factors which contributed to success or failure on Aftercare, 

as defined by reinstitutionalization. Separate stratified random samples 

were drawn form the 1972 furlough lists for both Group Treatment (N=81, 

males only) and Training Schools (N~93 males, plus a separate sample of 

49 girls). These samples were selected to include both simple first 

commitments, previous commitments and inter-program transfers. Reinsti

tutionalization rates were determined through the analysis of 1-1/2 to 

2 year post-furlough period. These rates were then COllsidered as a 

function of two important types of variables: pre-commitment social/ 

demographic characteristics, and DYS-controlled factors such as length 

of stay in program or on Aftercare. 
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The samples from tIle two programs had very similar districutions 

in terms of race, proportion of youngster~ from urban counties, and 

type of offense for which the child was committed. !loweVt'r, the age 

distributions differed significantly, withfraining School samples 

including more of the younger clients lIS or younger}. Bv (ontrast, 

the Group Ttea tmen t sam!) 1 e had more older you ths. 

The effects of a number of control variables Kcre tested in 

order to expl icatc the di fferential program success rates. Serite nf 

the major findings Kere: (1) Group Treatment programs arc most 

successful with older youths; neither program tended to be successful 

with children 14-or-younger; (2) Group Treatment programs are ex

ceptionally effective with white youngsters; (3) success rates 

(around 40~) were liearly identical for whites in Training Schools 

and for blacks in both GT and TS programs; l:J) in terms of length 

of stay on Aftercare, the optimal period for children from Training 

Schools was: first commitment youngsters, more than a year, re

commitments or transfers, 6-9 months. For Group Treatment youngsters 

th~ differing lengths of stay on Aftercare did not produce 

statistically significant results. 

These findings form the basis for some tentative policy re

commendations relative to selection criteria lind program development. 

These suggestions ,He offered cautiously in view of the study's 

limitations due to research design and sample size. 

First, the data appears to indicate inadequacies in both 

programs' efforts with blacks and very youthful offenders. It is 

suggested that new variations of the programs may need to he developed 

_____________________ ...................... a .... nm~ ........ ______________ ___ 
__ 4 ... ~~.~· .. 
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to deal more effectively with these groups. While these program 

variations are heing developed, alternative placement in other 

innovative situations (Family Group Homes, Intensive Counseling, 

etc.) should be explored as hath interim and long-range sollition~. 

C1:.15 commitments represent another area when: new alternatives 1'l'r 

treatment appear to he much needed. 

Secondly, it is recommended that first commitment youngsters 

should be given priority for assignment to Group Treatment facilities. 

rhe GT success rate with first commitments is much higher than that 

of Training Schools. 

The final recommendation concerns optimal Aftercare supervision. 

rhe percentage of failures on Aftercare was highest in the first six 

months hack in the community for all sample groups. Therefore, the 

most intensive efforts cf the Aftercare counselor should be applied 

Juring this period. The results of the Training School data for this 

study sugg~st that after this initial six months, recommitted TS 

youngsters should be terminated rapidly lbefore 9 months), while 

first commitments should have more than a year of Aftercare super

vision. Further studies on lengths of Aftercare should give more 

information on whether these periods continue to he optimal for the 

TS graduates and whether simiiar periods also give optimal results 

for GT youths. 

2&' 
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I. Introduction 

The Evaluation Design 

This study was designed to provide evaluative information on 

the two residential treatment programs of the Florida Division of 

Youth Services -- Group Treatment and Traininq Schools. The two 

programs are distinctly different in nature both in terms If how 

youngsters are selected for admission as well as size and placement 

of facilities. Due to these differences, it was considered most 

appropriate to first analyze the data from each program separately. 

The data provid(~s the first oppoX"tunity to compare some major aspects 

of these programs despite the built-in qualifications due to program 

dissimilarities. One section of this paper is devoted to making 

comparisons between the programs. Such a comparison does not assume 

similarity in the programs but rather points out findings which could 

fncilitate policy declsions concerning what types ()f youngsters 

mlqht benefit most from each unique setting. 

The study used an ex post facto design, utilizing materials from 

cnsa records on youngsters furloughed from each program. Pertinent 

fdcts were extracted from the case file about each commitment including 

follow-up data on its post-treatment "failure" or "success." These 

dichotomous categories of the major dependent variable were defined 

as follows: 

Failure - termination of Aftercare by reinstitutionalization 
in either DYS facilities or in the Division of Corrections 
(or assignment to adult probation in a very few cases), as 
opposed to 

Success - successful discharge from Aftercare 'Ni thout further 
institutionalization. 

-• ' '_ • • ,... •• , < l-tl ~ t'"'"~""'JdI';''' '-
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This design and the form of analysis utilized provides a re--

latively quick and expedient method of gathering and considering 

th" data most crucial to policy decisions. Reinstitutionaliza~lon 

is Uw most costly form of failure both for the indiv:idual dnd £01' 

society. Since it is also the most adequately documenced type of 

tailuro, it provides a rc~adily mf.'~asurable dep0 11dent variable on both 

conceptual and pragmatic grounds. Willlu dn ideal design would 

supplement this gross data with aJditional measures of adjustment 

(e.g., to school, job, personal rclationrhips), time and the Idck 

of av~ilable dat~ placed savere lip'i~5 0D our evaluative scope. The 

comparative aspect of this stil,i",' L. scen as being n~stricted and 

t('n ttl t i.V(~ a:1Cl should sen.'(' not as a substitute for I but rather a 

fin;t ~:itep toward, the thorOl..i.qhness of a longitudinal f;xperimental 

dl's i'1n wi th random ass i qnment. 

'1'he oriqinal desiqn of this study specified that two samples 

would bQ selected from the pools of youngsters furloughed from Group 

Treatment (GT) anll from Training Schools (TS) in the period January 

throuqh August, 1 en 2. This time frame was selected to allow suffi-

ciant time-~apse after furlough (18-26 months) to make a follow-up 

of rvciclivism mf~aningful. * It was necessary, in order to achieve 

tlw dC'Hin~d samplt~ size, tu extend the sample period for Group 'rreat-

mant through Dt'comber, 1972. Even then, because of the smaller size 

-------~---.-------------------- -

* The national standard rcconunends allowing 3 years for follow-up 

of rocidivism. It was not feasible to go back to 1971 furloughs for 

this study because the GT program was so new and small at that time. 
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of the facilities and therefore the limited number of furloughs, it 

was not possible to achieve the desired numbers. 

The Group Treatment program is quite new relative to Training 

Schools, and some GT facilities were just phasing into operation 

during the sample period. In order to ~onduct a fair evaluation of 

the GT program, and to maximize the comparability of GT with TS pro-

qrams, onlv "established" GT facilities were included in the sample. 

This restriction was imposed because during phase-in months a facility 

is likely to be functioning below capacity, and problems with personnel 

and operations may not yet be ironed out. (NOTE: The criterion for 

being "established" was set at 10 months of operation.) The Group 

Trt:"!atrnent faci Ii ties which contributed to both sample populations 

included four halfway houses, two START Centers, and two Group 

'l'rea tmant Homes. 

For Sample 1, fifty first-commitment, no-transfer cases from 

actell type of institution (GT and TS) were selected by a stratified 

random sample procedure. In order to have comparable groups from 

TS and GT, the sample was limited to males, since there were no 

sufficiently "established" GT facilities for females during the 

period sampled. 

The restrictions of males-only and no recommitments meant that 

only the Florida School fer Boys at Okeechobee and the Arthur G. 

Dozier School for Boys at Marianna were included in our TS population 

for Sample 1.* Half of the fifty TS sample cases were randomly 

selected,overtime, from each of the two institutions. 

* The fact th~the Alyce D. McPherson School at Ocala was co-ed 
at this time was accidentally overlooked, so these boys were not sampled. 

~===-.~.~----------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
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All of the Sample I data was coded, and a first set of analyses 

was completed before Sample II was drawn. Based on the analysis, 

it was necessary to discard all cases who were still on Aftercare, 

since no judgment of "success" or "failure" could be made. This 

culling process left Sample I with 41 cases from GT and 44 from TS, 

for a total of 85 first commitment youngsters. 

Sample II also aimed for 50 cases from each program. Criteria for 

se lection into Samp Ie I I wen: tln t: 

(1) The child had one or more previous commitments to DYS 

(prior to the "selection commitment ll which ended in furlough 

during the sample period); and/or 

(2) The child had onc' or more commi tments to a non-DYS institution 

pr ior to seh~ction commi tment; and/or 

(3) ThE:" child had been transferred from one DYS facility to 

another durinq his commitment to DYS. 

<1'he existcmce ~)f multiple criteria for Sample II results in a 

number of different types of cases being included in this group, as all 

possible combinations of these criteria may occur. The distribution 

below shows how many of each type of case occurred in each the GT 

dnd the TS Sample II. 

(1) Previous commitment only 
(2) Previous Non-DYS commitment only 
(3) Transfer within DYS only 
(4) Recommitment and Non-DYS 
(5) Recommitment and Transfer 
(6) Transfer and Non-DYS 
(7) Reconuni tment., Non-DYS I and Transfer 

Total 

GT 

11 
9 

11 
3 
2 
3 
I 

40 

TS 

23 
5 
6 
6 
4 
2 
3 

49 
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The random procedure used for Sample I was modified somewhat 

for the selection of Sample II by starting with cases which had been 

discarded as inappropriate for Sample I because of meeting one or 

more of the above criteria. Once all appropriate cases from this 

source were used, the sampling continued with the stratified random 

selection process. Even with the extension of the sample period, 

however, only 40 suitable GT cases were found for inclusion in 

Sample II. 

Since recommitment was permissible for this group, furloughed 

children from the Lancaster Youth Development Center were added to 

the pool for Sample II. The final total for the TS Sample II was 

49 youngsters, 17 from each Okeechobee and Marianna, and the re-

ndninq IS from Lancaster. 

Despite the lack of a comparable pool from GT, it was decided 

to draw a separate sample of girls from Training Schools. This 

.information is omitted from any comparison between the programs, since 

fomale cffenders are known to have different traits and success rates, 

d11(.1 would thus bias the TS results. Still, in order to provide an 

accurate overall evaluation of the Training School program based on 

1972 furloughs, it was deemed appropriate to collect and analyze 

this data as an addendum to the TS report. 

The sample of girls was a random selection of girls furloughed 

from the schools at Ocala and Trenton. In keeping with the relative 

size of the two institutions, 32 girls were drawn from Ocala and 17 

from Trenton for a total of 49 cases. Since this sample was 

desiqnnted to represent both types of youngsters as in the male 

Samples I and II, all selected girls who had completed Aftercare were 

incl11d(~d. 'l'his procedure yiE'lded 16 girls of the SI-type and 33 SII 

t~ f 'vS. 
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J 1. GrClup 'freatment: Evaluation of the Program 

D(~~:::cription of the GT Samples 

On(~ fact basic to any description or evaluati on of the GT 

p~ogram's results is that of the selectivity of admission into 

these proqramG. ,Just what factors this selection is based on and 

how thC'y l~f feet overall program ot,'-.come are amonq the question~; 

dddrr:ssed by this study. 

TIl(' ~malysis of GT was be'Jun by focusing on certain key f·3.ctors 

whi ell pn~C(~d(1d inst.i tutiondl 1.z ation and consideration of the distd

buti.:m of th(~se factors Wl thin our samples. I\ge was the first 

,lil r i ab Ie revi'::'Wed and it was found that the age distributions of 

;:-}amp}cl 1 and S,1mph:> II were quite similar, with both being heavily 

INC' 1 qht(~d tmvard older youths. The mean uqe for 81 is 16.4 years i 

for SII, the mean is 16.6 years. Thus, age would appear to have 

I-'t'('ll COilS idc~red in the process of selection for GT, in that youths 

,'lo;;cr to the maximum age for DYS care arE chosen for these programs 

in ~roater numbers than are younger children. 

'rhe racial compm;ition of both samples indicated a higher pro-

portion of whi tJ! youngsters. This disparity between white and black 

youths was evpn more pronounced among the recommitment-transfer 

:'.1mple (38\', BIael'.s, 62% Whites) than a.'1long first commitments 

(43", Blacks, 57% \'lhites), but the difference between the two samples 

is not statistically significant. 

Our next focus was on the urban or non-urban nature of the 

I'oun tv from which the ch i Id was committed. 
~----,," ,~ 

(Counties with populations 

of 21)0,000 or more were considered urban; all others were classified 

U b "'n T111'S criterion placed 7 counties as urban: Broward, as non- r , •. 

j);Hl\', lJuva 1, Hi Ilsbo.rouqh, Ol'ange, Palm Beach, and pinellas.) The 
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division of both samples on this dichotomy was nearly equal, with 

t.he 7 urban counties contributing approximat.ely half of all conuni t

ments to each type of program. The difference between the two 

sample distributions was not stdtistically significant. 

A comparison of the types of offense for which children in the 

two samples were committed is shown in Table I. The dist.ributions 

an: very similar, although therl~ were more commitments for juvenile 

stat.us offenses (CINS) among the first commitment sample. Property 

offenders comprise the largest category of both samples (42% and 

45~), with cormitters of victimless offenses running a close second 

(3 f j:'. A.nd 43%). Siner.; these distributions are quite similar to the 

o\'~rall proportions of these offenses among male juveniles, these 

uffenders are not disproportionately represen ted in the GT 

population. 

TABLE I Distribution of Offens(:'s* \'i'i thin GT Samples I and II 

51 SII 

Offenses against persons 12% ( 5) 10% (4 ) 
Offenses against property 42% (17) 45% (18) 
Victimless offenses 36% (15) 43% ( 17) 
CINS 10% ( 4) 2% (1) 

41 40 

x2 = 2.04 NS 

* The coding scheme used to classify offenses into these 4 types is 
indi~ated below. If more than one offense WuS listed for a single 
commltment, the most serious, i.e., the one highest on the list, 
WiiS recorded. 

9ffenses Against Persons 
tiurder and non-negligent Manslaughter 
Negligent Manslaughter 
Forcible Rape 
Armed Robbery 
Una r.~l(:d Robbery, excluding purse snatching 
Purse Snatching 
Aggravatdd Assault 
~ssault, non-aggravated 



'l'ABLE I (cont'd) 

Qffanses Against Prop~rty 
An:; on 
Burqlary, 13 & E 
Aut 0 'rhr-ft 
Unauthorized Use of Auto 
F(jrqc'ry 
Grand Larceny 
p(~t it Larceny 
Possession of Stolen Property 
Hf'C,dpt of Stolen Prop(~rty 
:;hr>p 1 i ft i wJ 
Vtnd,:dism 

-.,...,.-~--.. 
Trt! lncy 
Vi,)Lltion of Curft:w 
Running AWi:q 
Unq(;vernab 10 Behavi or 
ot l!~' r C I:'JS 

~~'f I'l'oqram Ro.sults 
<---.-.- .. -_..-.1-
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Victimless Offenses 
Possession of Firearms 
Possession of Weapons - except of 

firearms 
Sex Offense, except forcible rape 
Violation of Drug Laws - Narcotic 
Violation of Drug Laws - Non-Narcotic 
Other Drug Law Violations 
Possession of Alcoholic Beveraqes 
Drunkenness 
Disorderly Conduct 
Trnspassing 
Obstructing Justice 
Traffic 
Probation Violation 
Aftercare Violation 
Other Delinquency 

The> dt'I)(~ndont variable of success or failure as the ultimate 

(\ut<'(JlTlt} of <lftercan: is the main interest in our evaluation of program 

1,;'l1ts. 'l\lblc II depicts the distribution of this variable in each 

G'I' ~;,l'lF 1 e. Thc~ succc 5S rate with fi rst corruni tment youngsters appears 

c, .. n:c',iJl'rably highor, at G8'~;, than the 50% success achieved with re

c')l',::)i ltt~d and t ri1.nsforrcd case's. However, since the statistical 

d if ft n'ncc bt)twC'cn san~pl('s is not very strong, we shall combine the 

:3(~: 'rh,s for mo!:;l of the following analyses. The mean success rate of 

thc) cOr:lbinC'Cl samples is 59%. 

'l'ABLI: 1 I Afterci1rf' Outcom(~ in the Two GT Samples 

SI SII 
,\t t crcan~ 
,it.! t cumt~ success 68':> (28) 50% (20) 

fuilure 32 % (13 ) 50% (20) 
100% ( 41) 100% (40) 81 

2.81 significant at .10 
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The analyses that follow discuss the Afterc'are outcome measure 

as a functicn of other variables, thus seeking to determine what 

factors have influenced the GT success rate. This analysis is 

designed to provide information which could be used to help determine 

,;election cri teria or program pol icies so as to improve ,this rate. 

First, we considered the relationship of Aftercare outcome to 

agc' at furlough. Maximal success (67%) was with youngsters who 

w,.'re 16 when furloughed, al though those 15 years of age and those 

17 or older also had 60~ and 59% successes as well. Thus, there 

\';<1'" 2: positive> H?!lationship betw(Jen increasing age and success. 

YOlm Cjsters 14 or youngc'r had a 100~ failure rate in GT, a fact 

\,,'hich ",mula suggest that th(~re should be programmatic changes for 

y:;,m(}'.:r childrf'n in GT fi1cilitios. 

Tilt: n0xl focus was on GT ,success ratc~s by~. White youngsters 

wero morc likoly to succ0ed following a GT 0xperience (68%) than were 

Id.a,~h:; (<1 J ",), <1.1 thCl1gh t.hi:::; rel ation ship di d net reach an acceptable 

lc'vel of stat:istical significance. Table III shows separate analysis 

of the two samples by race. In both samples white youngsters were 

n~re successful than blacks, but the racial difference in success 

rates was statistically significant only in Sample T. In terms of 

impact on policies this data could be interpreted as showing the need 

to develop a variation of the GT program to make it more successful 

with blacks. 

TABLE III Aftercare Outcome by Race within GT Samples I and II 

Sample I 
Success Failure 

Sample II 
Success Failure 

Black 
~"'h i te 

41% (7) 
86% (19) 

59 % (10) 
14 % (3) 

100%(17) 
100%(22) 

39 

40% (6) 
52% (13) 

60% (9)1100%(1.5) 
48% (12 100%(25) 

40 
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Aftercare outcome was next viewed as a function of the length 

of time the youngster spent in a DYS institution for the sampled 

commitment. Tho length of stay variable included time spent in both 

the institution to which he was committed and the institution to which 

he was transferred for the 16 SII youngsters who had been transferred. 

Hc're it was found that any stay up to 6 months in length had a nearly 

equal probability of success; about 65%, while 6-8 months had a 

56% and more-than-8-months a 45'6 success. When the Sample I data 

was analyzed separdtely on this variable, the 4-6 month stay was 

found to be opt ima1 for f i.rst commi tmen t youngsters, producing a 

rr~markuble 91% success r2tc~! while both longer and shorter stays 

h,H1 very similar but lower rates for this sample, i.e., from 58-62%. 

Thu Sumple II data gave some indication that longer (6-8 months) 

st ays migh t he appropri ate for recommi tmen teases. Ave rage length 

of stay fol.- first comm i tmen t GT youngsters was 6.12 months, while 

the recommi tmGnt and transfer sample had a mean stay of 6.46 months. 

Success rates of the two GT samples also varied by the type of 

offense for which the youth was committed. Nost notably, there was 

a differential success rate for property offenders, depending on 

whethl'r property offenders were first commitments f 76% success f or 

rcconunitments, 29% success. Both samples had a high success rate 

wi th youths committed for victimless crimes, 73% and 71%. The numbers 

of youngsters committed for offenses against persons or for CINS 

offenses were too small for detailed analysis. Based on this data 

one might conclude that preference should be given to youngsters being 

committed. for the first time for a crime against property, while 

recommitments for property offenses should be considered high risk 

candidates. 
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Next we related success rates to length of stay on Aftercare. 

'rhis information is potentially very useful for policy-making since 

this is a variable which DYS can control. Utilizing known data to 

optimize Aftercare results could effect savings of both money and 

staff time. Sample I and Sampln II data were considered separately 

rather than pooled in order not to lose the point that differing 

lengths of time on Aftercare are,optimal depending on whether or ncit 

the youth is a simple fil'st commitment case. For Sample I youngsters, 

6-12 months of Aftercare produce~ the hl'ghest ( ) ~ success rates 85% I 

whi] e for n.~comni tmcnt or transfer cases more than a year of Aftercare 

is prufC'rab1e (78c~.). The aVi::rage stay on Aftercare for Sample I was 

9. 3 months, and for S:,n,lDle. II 8 6 mont]..!'"" • ,U<._ ,. • _:>. These averages include 

fai lures f which makes thc;'m lower than would be the case for successful 

Aftercare stays only. 

'rhe next question addressed was: how soon ufter furlough did 

fai lure occur for th(:: tltlO s<,.uuple groups? Here it was f01md that 

Sample II youngsters, those who have had more than one institutional

ization or who were transferred during their DYS stay f failed sooner 

a[b,r furlou<]h (95~ of failures occurred within one year) than did 

first commitment youngsters (only 69% of failures within the first 

Yt'".'!ar). The 31% of Sample I failures that occurred after a year on 

l~ftercare may be an indication of problems being created by super

vision which was too lengthy. 
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III. Training Schools: Evaluation of the Program 

Description of the TS Samples 

As mentioned in the introductory section on sampling, a separate 

sample of 49 girls from Training Schools was drawn in order that we 

Thp. havo a rc~prcsentation of all parts of the 1972 TS population. 

(bta from this sample will be presented alongside the informatior. 

~rom the two male TS samples, rather than including it with that 

data. This will facilitate comparisons between the sexes in the TS 

population and also keep the male TS data in such a form as to be 

readily comparable wi th th~~ GT sample. 

As in Section II, the starting point for our evaluation of the 

'I'rdi ning School program is a descriptive analysis of the samples I 

compositions in terms of four major pre-institutionalization variables. 

Ag(:. distribution was the first variable to be considered. Sample I 

and Sample II differed significantly, with the first commitment young

s ters bl~ ing much younger (mean age for S amp Ie T = 15.7 years j than 

the rc~committed or transferred youths of Sample II (mean age = 16.5 

years). The sample of girls, which included both first and second 

commi tments, resembles Sample I in mean age (x = 15.9) i a Chi-square 

test between the girls' sample and the total of the boys' samples 

did not show a significant difference in age distributions. 

The next variable considered was the racial composition of the 

'1'1'<11n inq Schools. Sample I had somewhat fewer blacks than Sample II 

(42'. vs. 53~~), but the difference between the two samples was not 

siqnificant. The total TS male sample showed a nearly even black-white 

split with 48% and 52%, respectively. This total distribution was 

Fi iqn i [i l',mt 1y different from the racial breakdown among TS girls, 

wlWrf' whitf'S predominatE~d. 
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The next variable considered was the urbanness of the county from 

vlhich the child was committed. The two male samples differed signifi

cantly on this variable, with more first commitment TS boys coming 

from non-urban areas (64%), while recommitment and transfer boys are 

rlCln~ oftC'n from urban counties (59'&). '1'h8 distribution of girls 

a 180 shows a heavier urban contribution (57'13 urban). 

The types of offenses for which tho TS children were committed 

\..;as our last descriptive variable. The difference between Sample I 

and Sample II was not significant; in both the modal type was pro

porty offenses (59% and 47%), and there are very few crimes aqainst 

persons or CINS offenses. The distribution of offenses for which girls 

\v('rl", cormnitted was significantly different from that of the boys. 

Victimll'ss (5c)c~) anJ CINS (23%) offensE}s accounted for much higher 

proportions of these commitments, while property crimes were far 

lc:,s frc'qnent (only 14'b). 

'i'S P rogram P(~sul ts 

The success-failure rates of the Training School youngsters are 

hit: subject of Table IV. Further analyses will serve to break this 

lh{~Cl down usirFJ statistical controls to see how other vnriables effect 

thC's(' rates. Tlw percentag(~ of successos is quite similar in Sample I 

d'1d Sample II, but even though the difference is not significant, it 

is surprising to note that the success rate is slightly higher with 

n'coruni tted youngsters than with first cornmi tments. The mean success 

r~te for the two male samples combined is 41%. 

Girls helve a significantly higher proportiC'n of successes (69%) 

than do male'S, a fact which was anticipated based on the results of 

otlwr3tlldic's of clC'linqUt"nt youths, both by this bureau and others. 
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If the succnss rate for females from Training Schools is added into 

tho male TS samples to get an overall view of the success of TS fur-

10\lghs during the sample period, the result would be a 51% success 

TABLE IV 

nuc(~(~SS 

fil i 1uro 

Aftercare Outcome in the TS Samples 

SI 

39 ~i 
(l7) 

~31I 

43'(; 
(21 ) 

'Iotal 

;.11 ~; 
(38) 

61: 57~ 59% 
(27) (28) (55) 

16151"--10 0 ~,...:.\ ------.".l....;,O~O-,:-?;..:.--

(44) (49) (93) 

x 2 :;;:: 1. 71 NS 

Girls 

success 69% (34) 
failure 31% (15) 

100% (49) 

x2 = 10.45, significant at .01 

'1'11" first control variable considt>'red wi th Aftercare Outcome 

V;·W :i:iJ(" at. furlOl~ The youngpst male'!::'., those 14 and younger, had 

<In ,.}:Iri'ffi.·ly hiqh rate' of f(lilurL' (90~;). The oldest group, those 

17 or old('r, vvcrr:> also more failure-prone (62';,) than the 15 and 16 

Y"'ll" old;:; (SOC; and 43'" Ld.lun:s, respGctively), though much less so 

Lltilll U1t' youn~1C~st. As was the male pattern, girls who were 16 at 

f m"l (.'ll'lh had tht' lowe,-;;t failure rat c.' (17%) and those 14 or younger 

ll.d thl:? hi(Jlwst (44';" fd.ilures). However, the oldest girls had fewer 

f,1 i1 ur,\,~ than those aqnd 15, whi 1e the opposite was true for boys. 

'1'hC' rL>lcltiorH.;hip of race to Aftercare success was the second 

d~;~30(:Lltion to be oxplored. In the male sample it was found that 

\vllitt, younqsters had only a slightly higher success rate than blacks 

(4 4 '~, V~,. 39 '~». On the other hand, among girls, b lacks were more 

:;,lCl"I'~;::lful than whi tes (85% vs. 61!6), though this relationship did 

llfJt n'dch ,Ul aCl'l pt able level of statistical significance. 
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Focussing on the post-institutional period, the relationship 

bc'tworm Sllccess and length of time on Aftercare was considered in 

(1dCh of the samples. The two male sampl (;s were kept separate because 

tIll] rnsults from the separate data suggested that different policies 

concf!l'ning optimum Aftercare stays would be appropriate for first

and recommitment cases. Sample! T boys did significantly better with 

1 ongu r Aftercare (62't s uccoss wi th longe r than one year Aftercare) • 

Sdmple II boys, a:1d thc' ff'm~~le s;'1mple, were maximally successful wi th 

6-:) months of Aftercare supervi si on (64't, for boys, 100 % for gi rls) , 

wi tIl tlw long('r-than~'12 month i;tay rating second best (539; for boys, 

91',', for girlt;). Aver,t':JC' lC'tl~1t'h of stay on Aftercare was 10.01 months 

for SLlmpLp 1 boys, 9.8 mont.hs for: Sample II boys and 11.1 months for 

1'11.: si1mpl(' of girls. 

LC'mt.ly f the fail ures ~n thi s sampl(~ wnn: considured in order to 

:uu;wur the question 0:: bOV{,. sO.S~L.:::tl!:~E..!urlough these Training School 

l'hildrt'n f,d led. S;]mpl(~ I l\1~ys w(~re most likely to fail in the period 

(,-12 monthB after furlough (52%), while Sample II boys fail earlier 

(3fJ:,) or latc~r (25';);) on the'ir Aftercare stay. Female failures are 

1'(·1 Ctt i v(> ly fp',v in 111lmbl'r, but of those who do fail, almost all do so 

vii tIl in f) mall Uu"~ 0 f fur 10ugh (73 '{;) • 

~ iliI we .- m 
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IV. Comparative ~luation of GT and TS Programs 

Before beginning any comparison between the two major DYS 

tredtment programs, it is imp0r~~nt to reiterate the qualifications 

stated in the introduction. The populations of the Group Treatment 

end Training School programs are both comprised of youngsters who 

h:J.V(~ been commi r"t..ed t.o DYS, but c;..:oup 'l'reatment is allowed the power 

of 2~lection over entries into their programs, while youths are simply 

assignod to the Training Schools on a space-available basis. One way 

to view this maJor difference is that it keeps the program results from 

bein0 directly comparable. IIowever, despite the difficulties involved, 

it i:; import.ant to make program comparisons, in order to improve our 

knowledge of the most appropriate selection criteria for each program. 

l\ppli.cation of this information should then help to increase the 

SUCC0SS rates of both programs. 

Given the above limitations on our comparisons, the purpose of 

the following analyses will be to evaluate program differences which 

might be translated into policy statements designed to increase pro

qra.m pffecti veness .. 

When the aata from Sample I and Sample II were combined for each 

program, comparisons between each set of data were made with regard 

to their similarity on the available pre-institutionalization vari

Qbles. The two program samples were not statistically different on 

three of these four measures. In terms of racial make-up, GT had 

slightly fewer blacks (41%) than did the TS sample (48%). The pro

portion of youngsters from urban counties was slightly higher in the 

c;'r sample (52% vs. 48% in TS). The distributions of offense typ'eE! 

we're al~;() similar. Only in terms of the age distributions of the two 

sampl~s were the GT and TS groups different, with the Training School 
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sample including more of the younger client groups than the GT sample. 

This difference in the samples would lead us to predict a lower success 

rate for Training Schools, since ;)oth this study and another study of 

DYS commitments have found that younger offenders have a greater 

probability of failure than older youths. TablA V shows the age 

distributi.ons of the UNO programs. 

TABLE V Type of Institution by Age at Furlough 

Aqn at Furlouqh GT 'l'S 

14 or younger 6% ( 5) 20% (19) 

15 12% (10) 21% ( 20) 

1G 40~, (32) 30% (28) 

17 or older 42% (34 ) 29% (26) 
100% (81 ) 100% (93) 

x 2 = 12.07, significant at .01 

Mt·an aqe for GT -, 16.5 
Mean age for TS = 16.1 

The overall comparison of the two programs' success rates is 

presented in Table VI. This data shows a significant difference 

between the two samples, with Group Treatment producing a 59% success 

rate and the Training Schools, 41%. 

'U\HLE VI Type of Institution by Aftercare Outcome 

G'r TS 

~;UCCl'SG 59% (48) 41% (38) 

fit i 1 urL~ 41 '!, ( :3 3 ) 59% (55) 
1 0 C)";, (SIT 100% (93) 

2 - 5 8" x - • 0, significant at .02 
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The tables that follow explore the ~elationship between type 

of program and success by introducing control variables. The purpose 

of this is the search for specific variations which reflect that 

certain categories of youths can benefit especially from either GT 

or 'rs. 

Focussing on age, it was evident Training Schools had some 

success with the youngest age group, while GT had a relatively poorer 

success rate with this group. Group Treatment had a higher proportion 

of successes than did TS with each other age group, but this difference 

was especially marked only with those youths who were 17 or older 

when furloughed. This data is presented in Table VII. This informa

tion would lead to a recommendation that special forms of GT programs 

need to be develcped for dealing with very young commitments. Until 

this occurs, it is recommended that GT give selection priority to older 

yo~ths, and that placement alternatives oth~r than either GT or TS 

be actively sought for committed youngsters who are 14 or younger. 

Tho ramily Group Homes program is expanding in size and beginning to 

takQ youngsters as an alternative to commitment during Fiscal Year 

lY75~ this provides an important option for placement of the youngest 

offenders. Careful monitoring of the success of such alternatives 

will be vital to planning for further program needs for this age 

9r ouP. 
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'rr,BLE VI I Aftercare Outcome by Age within: 
ao Group Treatment, and b. Training Schools 

GT 
Success Failure 

TS 
Success Fallure 

14 or younger ( 0 ) 100% 100% 
(4 ) (4 ) 

10% 90% 

E) 60'ti 40% 10 O~, 
( 6 ) (4 ) (10) 

50% 50'?; 
(10) (10) 

HJ 67% 33% 100% 
(22) (11 ) ( 33) 

57% 43% 
(16) (12) 

17 or older 59'?, 41% 100% 
(20) (14) (34) 

81 

38% 62% 
(10) (16) 

G -.1175 N(' ._> • W 
G = -.2833 NS 

A Chi-B(fUare bQtwQt?n the eli str ibutions of success 
1 ') 

was romputed. x~ - 6.21, significant at .05. 

in the two samples 

Table VIII presents the relationship between success and race 

within each program. Group Treatment is more successful with whites 

100% 
(20 ) 

100% 
(28) 

100% 
(26) 
93 

than blacks, who;::eas there is little difference in the percent success-

h ., S > 1 mpl One l'nterpretation of this ful by race in t e Tralnlng e&)OO sa e. 

data might be that the qroup process, which depends heavily on verbal 

interaction skills, is more central to the GT program and to in

llroqram success. Thus, less articulate, lower SES youths (dispro

portiulldtely black) will tend to perform less well in the treatment 

process, and show less benefit from the program in terms of post

releaA(' success than more articulate, middle class youngsters (more 

oftPll white). Trainlnq Schools also utilize the group process, but 

it. nhlkcs up a smaller proportion of the program as a whole. It would 

seem that Jess verbal bl.ack youngsters suffer less penalty in terms of 

ability to bE~nefit fromthE~ treatment as a whole in the TS program, and 

thus tIC'nel to have a SUCC'f~S s rate very similar to that of whites. 
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The recommendation based on this relationship would again involve 

the idea of developing stronger GT programs for dealing with special 

groups, in this case black youngsters. In suggesting program changes 

it is recommended that baseline data regarding current situations 

should be collected to provide for comparison and that any shifts 

which are implemented should be closely studied in order to determine 

the causal direction of any resulting impact. Some changes which 

miqht be considered would be: increasing the number of black staff 

at GT facilities, adjusting the ratio of black staff to black young

sters at a facility, or changing the ratio of black to white youngsters 

... thout changing the staff make-up. Other types of programmatic 

developments aimed at improving the success of blacks in GT might 

include emphasizing non-verbal as well as verbal communication 

d'; ill s in the group process, or adding special community support 

services for black GT youths through the use of volunteers and other 

community resources. 

Tl\13LE VIII Aftercare Outcome by Race within: 
a. Group Treatment and b. Training Schools 

GT TS 
Success Failure Success f'ailure 

Black 41% 59% 100% 39% 61% 100% 
(13 ) (19 ) (32) (17) (27) 

\vhi te 68% 32% 100% 44'6 56% 
(32) (15 ) (47) (21 ) (27) 

79 
G = -.5143, significant at .01 G = -.1053 NS 

In considering data-based recommendations as to optimal lengths 

of,_staX in DYS insti tution~, information was drawn from a separate 

analysis of the data from Samples I and II within each program. This 

was necessary in order to give useful suggestions because of the 

(44) 

100% 
(48) 
92 
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elaborate nature of the relationships exhibited. For first commit

mf!nt G'r youngsters, 4-to-6 month stays appeo.r best, while 6-to-8 

month stays seem most appropriate for GT recommitment or transfer 

caSt's. 

With respect to Training Schools, a recent study of 180 children 

furloughed during the period August, 1973 to February, 1974 provides 

some extremely useful comparisons. For example, in the Training School 

data, less-than-4-month stays seem to produce the most effective 

results with first. commitments. However, in the above-mentioned 

compdrison study, the current average length of stay was 220 days 

(7.·~ months). With recommitted or transferred Training School boys, 

peak success was achieved with 4 to 6 month stays while the current 

average length of stay for the comparison group was 196 days (6.5 

months). This detailed list of effective lengths of stay, and the 

contrasts they provide with the current averages for each of these 

subsamplos, should be taken into account in evaluating whether either 

pro<jraIn should continue to try to reduce its average length of stay. 

In some proyrams d~creasing average stay might well increase program 

effectiveness while in others it may prove more costly in the long 

rUll, resulting in decreased program effectiveness. 

Table IV pluscnts the complex relationships between success and 

~:yt'.~~~Lg!.!~~'!!.~'> Separate samples wi 11 be compared wi thin each pro

gram type in order to determine the most useful information for making 

~, ., I' omme elations Comparing Sample I data, we find cttcctlve po ICY recn • 

that Group Treatment had its highest success rate (76%) with first 

't t T)l,"c.ll)drty offenders, whereas Training Schools had their cumml ",men;, t '" 

lowest rate (27~) with this group. GT was also more successful with 
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youths whose first cOMoitment was for a victimless offense. Within 

Sample II, the GT advantage in terms of dealing with offenders who 

committed victimless crimes still holds, but Training Schools take 

the lead for success with youths recommitted for a property offense. 

The numbers of cases of offenses aga.inst persons and CINS offenses 

are small within both samples, so it is difficult to draw any con

clusions based on this data. How(~ver, recommendations can be made 

n~lative to property offenders: if it is his first commitment the 

child should be given priority for selection into GT, while a re

commit.ment for a property offense should be considered as one factor 

favor ing placement in a Training Schoo).. Youths who commit victim

less crimes, whether as a first or later offense, are also likely 

candidates for effective GT placement. 

TABLE IX Aftercare Outcome by Type of Offense, within Samples I and II 
for a. Group Treatment and b. Training Schools 

Group Treatment 

Sample I Sample II 

Success Failure Success Failure 

(}f fenses Against 20~ 80'6 100% 50% 50% 100% 
Persons (11 ) (4 ) (15) (2 ) (2) ( 4 ) 

Offenses Against 76% 24% 100% 29% 71% 100% 
Property (13 ) ( 4 ) (17) (5) (12 ) (17) 

Victimless Offenses 73% 27% 100% 71% 29% 100% 
(11) (4) (15 ) (12) (5) (17) 

CINS Offenses 75% 25% 100% 50% 50% 100% 
(3 ) (1) (4 ) (1) ( 1) (2 ) 

41 40 

G = .4194 NS G = -.44828 NS 

-
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TABLE IX (Cont'd) 

Trainin9: Schools 

Sample I Sample II 

Success Failure Success Failure 

Offenses Against 33% 67% 100% 40% 60% 100% 
Persons (1) ( 2) (3 ) ( 2) (3 ) (5) 

Offenses Against 27% 73% 100% 48% 52% 100% 
Property (7 ) (19) (26) (11 ) (12) (23) 

Victimless Offenses 50% 50% 100% 42% 58% 100% 
(6) ( 6 ) (12 ) (8 ) (11) (19) 

CINS Offenses 100 ?, 100% 100% 100% 
( 3 ) (0) (3) (0 ) ( 2) (2) 

44 49 

G ::: -.5347 G ::: .3717 
Z = 2.04, signiflcant at .05 Z ::: 4.57, significant 

at .01 

Table X also requires elaborate comparisons between samples 

<111(1 programs in order to extract information for decis ion-making 

ilS to appropriate lengths of stay on Aftercare. Contrasting the 

results of the two programs with Sample I youngsters, we would 

recommend that first commitment GT youths should be kept under 

Arb:~rcare supervision for only 6-12 months, while first coromi tment 

TS cases would benefit from more than a year of Aftercare services. 

With recommitted or transferred youngsters, the picture reverses, 

wjth GT youths doing better with longer Aftercare (more than a year 

on Aftercare yielded a 78% success rate) I while TS furloughs had 

ITld:dmal success (64'~) with only 6-9 months of supervision. Clearly, 

l)~\n;(mal factors and ind i v idual community adj ustment will continue 

Lo hu taken into account in determining Aftercare duration, but data, 

su~h as this study provides, may also help to set some general guidelines 

rl 
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for appropriate supervision periods for different types of cases. 

Such data can also provide guidelines in deciding whether or not a 

child should be placed in an intensive counsell'ng Af tercare program. 

(See Table X, next page) • 
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Aftercare Outcome by Length of Stay on Aftercare within 
Sample I and Sample II for a. Group Treatment and 
b. Training Schools 

Group Treatment 

Sample I Sample II 

Success Fa i lure Success Failure -
j,,:,,':; th,:m 6 mo. 25% 75'% 100% 27% 73% 

(2 ) ( 6) ( 8) 

(j - 9 mOll ths R Ie Q. .) -0 15 ~', 100'<5 
( 11) C" ? I (13 ) 

() - 12 months 8(, ':, 14% 100% 
(6 ) (1) (7) 

(;!) 'j 3Hi 100% 
( ()) (4 ) (13 ) 

41 

r, -.4904 "'1(""'1 _. i'1I,,") 

Training Schools 

SilP'lP 10 I 

Success FailurE 

100'l, 100% 
( 0) (8) ( 8) 

2 7~:; 7 3 ~j 100% 
( 3 ) ( 8) (11 ) 

'j () ~, 50 Cb 100% 
( (j ) (6 ) (12) 

Ie' 62% 38~100% 
(8) (5) (13) 

--------------.- '-.....:..-.4~8-'--

G -:.:: -.h49() 
sIgn i tic em tat . 0 1 

(4) (l1) 

50% 50% 
(4) (4 ) 

56"5 44% 
(5 ) (4) 

78% 22% 
(7) (l) 

r, :;;: -.3544 NS 

Sample II 

Success Failure 

15% 85% 
(2 ) ( 11) 

64% 36% 
(7) (4) 

40% 60% 
( 4) ( 6) 

53% 47% 
( 8 ) ( 7) 

G= -.6010 
significant at .01 

100% 
(15) 

100% 
( 8) 

100% 
(9) 

100% 
( 8) 
40 

100% 
( 13) 

100 % 
( 11) 

100% 
(10) 

100% 
(15 ) 
49 
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In conclusion, by making comparisons between the two treatment 

programs we have tried to extract useful information about differences 

in order to show how we can best utilize their main strengths. This 

data could provide the initial step in developing objective selection, 

criteria and other policy alternatives which would benefit DYS young-

sters by increasing the effectiveness (numbers of successful program 

gradua~.:es) of both programs. While this study was somewhat limited 

by the relatively small sample and ex post facto nature of the data 

available, it can serve as a first step in the process of utilizing 

(~va.1u.1tion as a tool in program plann ing ftnd management. 






